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Abstract A three-phase procedure was used to produce pro-
active interference (PI) in one trial on an eight-arm radial
maze. Rats were forced to enter four arms for reward on an
initial interference phase, to then enter the four remaining
arms on a target phase, and to then choose among all eight
arms on a retention test, with only the arms not visited in the
target phase containing reward. Control trials involved only
the target phase and the retention test. Lower accuracy was
found on PI trials than on control trials, but performance on PI
trials significantly exceeded chance, showing some retention
of target memories. Changes in temporal and reward variables
between the interference, target, and retention test phases
showed release from PI, but changes in context and pattern
of arm entry did not. It is suggested that the release from PI
paradigm can be used to understand spatial memory encoding
in rats and other species.
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Introduction

Proactive interference (PI) has long been recognized as a ma-
jor source of forgetting in human memory, both long-term
memory (Postman, 1962) and short-term memory (Keppel &
Underwood, 1962). It arises when memories formed prior to
the formation of a target memory then interfere with

subsequent retrieval of the target memory. A particularly in-
teresting set of experiments carried out by Wickens and his
colleagues (Goggin & Wickens, 1971; Wickens, 1970;
Wickens, Clark, Hill, & Wittlinger, 1968) showed that a shift
in the semantic category of words tested for short-term mem-
ory led to a substantial release from PI. Thus, subjects given
four successive trials in which they had to remember sets of
three words for 20 s while counting backwards from an arbi-
trary number showed substantial loss of memory over the four
trials when the words came from the same semantic category,
say fruits. If the semantic category was switched on the fourth
trial, say to animals, there was a significant rise in subjects’
ability to remember these words after 20 s. It was suggested
that words from the same semantic category may become
easily confused in short-term memory, whereas memories of
words from a different category are more easily discriminated
and retrieved. Subsequently, release from PI in short-term
memory was shown with changes along other dimensions,
such as display size (Turvey & Egan, 1969), the occupations
of famous people (Darling & Valentine, 2005), the language
of word presentation (Dillon et al., 1973), and a change in
presentation sensory modality (Kroll, Bee, & Gurski, 1973).

Clear evidence of PI has also been found in memory ex-
periments with non-human animals. Studies of long-term re-
tention have revealed PI in rats (Gleitman & Jung, 1963) and
pigeons (Burr & Thomas, 1972; Kraemer, 1984). Typically,
these experiments initially trained animals to respond to one
of two spatial or visual stimuli for reward, followed by rever-
sal training in which choice of the alternative stimulus was
rewarded. A control group learned only a single discrimina-
tion response. When tested for retention of the reversed dis-
crimination, animals showed marked forgetting in relation to
the control group, particularly at longer retention intervals.
Theoretical accounts suggest that memory for the correct stim-
ulus on the reversed discrimination became confused with
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memory for the stimulus correct on the original discrimina-
tion, thus leading to frequent incorrect choice on the retention
test.

Similar experiments have been carried out to study PI in
animal working memory. Working memory experiments test
for retention of single events over relatively short retention
intervals. Working memory in pigeons has often been tested
using a delayed matching-to-sample procedure in which a
sample stimulus (red or green) is shown on a center key and
then extinguished. After a retention interval of a few seconds,
red and green appear on side keys as comparison stimuli, and a
pigeon must choose the key that matches its memory of the
sample in order to receive food reinforcement. Working mem-
ory is often impaired when the incorrect comparison stimulus
on Trial n was the correct match to sample on Trial n-1. Thus,
if red was the correct sample match on Trial n-1 and green is
the correct sample match on the Trial n, PI arises through
confusion between the memories for Trial n and Trial n-1
(Grant, 1975). When only two stimuli are used as sample
and incorrect comparison stimuli over repeated trials within
a session, PI arises as memories from preceding trials interfere
with matching the sample stimulus presented on the current
trial. This intertrial PI is pronounced when a short intertrial
interval separates trials and is alleviated by using a long inter-
trial interval (Roberts, 1980; Roberts & Kraemer, 1982) that
allows some forgetting of the interfering memories.

Proactive interference also arises in experiments that re-
quire same-different judgments between sample and compar-
ison stimuli (Devkar & Wright, 2016; Wright, Katz, & Ma,
2012). Pigeons and monkeys have been presented with sam-
ple pictures that change from trial to trial. On each trial, a
sample picture is followed by a retention interval and a com-
parison picture that is either the same as the sample or different
from the sample. Pressing the comparison picture when it
matches the sample or pressing an alternative white rectangle
when a different comparison is shown yield reinforcement. On
some test trials involving the presentation of a non-matching
picture different from the sample, the test picture is one from
the samples presented on preceding trials. Errors shown as
same responses to different test pictures were most pro-
nounced when the different picture came from the just preced-
ing trial and decreased as the distance of the different picture
in the preceding trials increased. In other words, subjects con-
fused memory of the picture seen on a previous trial with
memory of the picture seen on the current trial. Interestingly,
this PI effect becomes more pronounced with longer delay
intervals between the sample and test stimulus in experiments
with pigeons (Wright et al., 2012) but not with monkeys
(Devkar & Wright, 2016). Release from PI has also been
found in a rhesus monkey when the category of pictures tested
on successive working memory tests was switched from
flowers to faces of other non-human primates (Jitsumori,
Wright, & Shyan, 1989).

Working memory experiments carried out with rats also
show PI effects. Rats are initially trained on trials that involve
an initial forced left or right positional response, either to one
side of a T-maze (Grant, 1980, 1981) or on one lever in an
operant chamber (Dunnett & Martel, 1990). A free-choice
memory test is then given in which the rat can choose between
the left or right response, with only choice of the side opposite
the forced choice reinforced. Proactive interference is then
examined by testing rats on two trials in a row, with rats forced
to make a choice on Trial n-1 that is opposite the correct
choice on Trial n. Thus, a rat might be forced to make a left
response for reward on Trial n-1 followed by Trial n on which
it would need to make a right response to obtain reward. This
procedure typically yields PI, shown as substantially lower
accuracy on Trial n of two-trial sequences than on single trial
control tests that do not involve a preceding interference trial.
It is often found in such experiments that PI is stronger at
longer retention intervals (Dunnett & Martell, 1990; Grant,
1981) and is reduced by increasing the intertrial interval
(Grant, 1981).

Evidence of PI in rats has also been found for a more
complex spatial memory task, navigating the radial-arm maze
(Roberts & Dale, 1981). The typical radial maze contains
eight arms that radiate out from a central hub at equal angles
and form a circular pattern. When rats are allowed to search
each arm for food reward placed in a cup at the end of the
arms, they enter all of the arms with little repetition of arms
previously visited. A number of studies suggest that rats per-
form this task by remembering the places they have and have
not visited. Although it was initially suggested that rats given
repeated trials on the radial maze erased memory of each trial
before the next trial (Olton, 1977, 1978), Roberts and Dale
(1981, Experiment 1) showed that correct choices declined
over repeated trials. This finding suggested that the carryover
of interfering memories from previous trials caused PI with
retention of arm entries on subsequent trials. Further, the loss
of accuracy on repeated trials was most marked at later
choices within a trial when the retention interval was long
and the memory load was high. In a subsequent experiment,
Roberts and Dale (1981, Experiment 2) forced rats to enter
four randomly chosen arms for reward in an initial study phase
of a trial and then allowed rats to choose freely among all eight
arms in a test phase, with only the arms not previously entered
baited with reward. When rats were given repeated study-test
trials, accuracy of correct choice in the test phase dropped over
trials when the delay between study and test was 60 s but not
when the delay was 0 s. Cohen, Reid, and Chew (1994) re-
ported similar effects; choice accuracy on a radial maze
dropped substantially from Trial 1 to Trials 2 and 3 when trials
were massed (2-min intertrial intervals) but not when trials
were spaced (2-h intertrial intervals). All of these findings
were in keeping with previously observed PI effects in
human and animal experiments. Retention dropped across
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trials as interfering memories from previous trials
accumulated, and memory loss was most marked at longer
retention intervals.

In the experiments reported here, we used a procedure first
reported by Hoffman and Maki (1986) that produced PI more
immediately within a single trial. Rats were given an initial
interference study phase on the radial maze that consisted of
forced visits to four arms. They were then given a second
target study phase that consisted of forced visits to the four
arms not visited on the initial study phase. After a retention
interval following the target study phase, a rat was allowed to
choose freely among the eight arms, with reward placed only
on the arms not visited in the target phase. Performance on this
test phase was compared with that on control trials when only
a single target study phase was given to find out if the mem-
ories encoded on the initial interference phase proactively in-
terfered with retention of memories encoded on the target
phase. An initial experiment used this paradigm to examine
the effects on PI of time intervals between the interference and
target study phases and of the length of the retention interval
between the target phase and the test phase. In subsequent
experiments, several variables were changed between the in-
terference and target phases to see whether release from PI
could be produced in rat spatial memory.

Experiment 1

In some earlier experiments carried out with monkeys, it was
suggested that failure of temporal discrimination is an impor-
tant factor in the production of PI (D’Amato, 1973; Worsham,
1975). That is, PI may arise from a failure to remember which
occurred most recently, an interfering initial event or a subse-
quent target event. In general, the more these events are
spaced apart temporally relative to the time of the retention
test, the less PI should be found. The frequent observation that
spacing trials apart reduces PI in working memory experi-
ments is in keeping with the importance of temporal discrim-
ination. As a rough indicator of the ease of temporal discrim-
ination, D’Amato (1973) suggested calculating the ratio of the
time interval between encoding an initial interfering memory
and the retention test and the time interval between encoding
the target memory and the retention test. As this ratio in-
creases, PI should decrease.

To find out if rats would show PI within trials on the radial
maze, three-phase trials were conducted in which a rat re-
ceived an initial phase in which it was forced to enter four
randomly chosen arms for food reward. These four arm entries
constituted the encoding of a potentially interfering spatial
memory. In the next phase of the trial, the rat encoded the
target memory by forced entries into the remaining four arms
of the maze for food reward. In the retention test phase of a
trial, the rat was allowed to choose among all eight arms, with

only the arms not entered during the target memory formation
phase containing reward. Performance accuracy on the reten-
tion test was compared to performance on control trials that
involved only the target memory formation and retention test
phases. Significantly lower accuracy on three-phase trials than
on two-phase control trials indicated PI.

To examine the temporal discrimination hypothesis with
this paradigm, the intervals between the three phases were
varied relative to one another. Two retention intervals were
used, 5 min and 60 min. Accuracy on control trials was mea-
sured at each of these retention intervals. At each of these
retention intervals, two three-phase trials were examined in
which the interval between the initial interference phase and
the subsequent target phase was varied between 5 min and
60 min. Thus, the four kinds of PI trials coded in terms of
the successive intervals between interference phase and target
phase and between target phase and retention test are 5–5, 60–
5, 60–60, and 5–60. The ratio between interference phase to
retention test interval over target phase to retention test inter-
val for these four conditions is 10/5 = 2, 65/5 = 13, 120/60 =2,
and 65/60 = 1.08, respectively. Clearly, the temporal discrim-
ination ratio predicts the least PI in the 60–5 condition.

Method

Subjects

Twelve male Long-Evans rats that were approximately
100 days old at the beginning of the study were used. The rats
were kept at 85% of their free-feeding weight (approximately
350 g) prior to testing. Rats were pair-housed in standard
polypropylene cages with water ad libitum on a 12:12 h
light-dark cycle, with light onset at 7 am and offset at 7 pm.
Rats were fed Pro Lab Rat Chow daily after testing in concor-
dance with their target weights.

Apparatus

The apparatus used was a radial maze made of 2.5-cm ply-
wood. It contained a central octagonal hub with a diameter of
30.5 cm and eight arms that extended from the central plat-
form, each 91.5 cm long and 7.5 cm wide, with equal angular
distance between adjacent arms (see Fig. 1). Wooden legs
elevated the maze 61 cm above the floor. White plastic food
cups that were 3.5 cm in diameter and 1.5 cm deep were
attached to the end of each arm. An additional food cup was
placed in the middle of the central hub of the maze. The entire
maze was painted light gray. White pieces of board 23 cm ×
21.5 cm were attached to the sides of the arms adjacent to the
central hub of the maze to prevent rats from crossing between
the arms. Gray wooden blocks measuring 7.5 cm × 15 cm
could be bolted to the arm entrances to prevent a rat from
entering an arm during the study phase of a trial. Noyes
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Precision sucrose Pellets (45 mg; PJAI-0045, Research Diets
Inc., New Brunswick, NJ, USA) were used as food reward on
the maze, with two pellets placed in the food cup on a
rewarded arm. A single 60-W bulb was used in a desk lamp
for dim lighting in the corner of the 3.8 m × 3.8 m testing
room. The room contained a stool, two transport carts, pieces
of apparatus piled in one corner, and posters on the walls. A
white noise generator emitted white noise at 60 dB to mask
extraneous sounds.

Procedure

After an initial period of placing the rats on the maze so that
they became accustomed to eating the reward pellets from the
food cups, training began. Rats were allowed to explore the
maze with all arms baited on one trial for each of five days.

Experimental testing then began. In this experiment and all of
the following experiments, rats were tested with one trial per
day. On control trials, each rat was forced to enter four
rewarded arms on an initial study phase. The four arms chosen
differed among the 12 rats and were chosen by a random
number generator. A rat was placed in the center of the maze
with blocks placed in front of the openings to four arms, and
reward placed in the four open arms. On all trials in this and
subsequent experiments, the relevant reward was also placed
in the central hub cup to act as a reminder of the rewards to be
found on the correct arms. Rats always consumed this food in
the center before entering an arm. After visiting all four arms,
the rat was removed from the maze and kept in its cage for a
retention interval. The retention interval was 5 min or 60 min
on different sessions. For the retention test, the rat was re-
placed on the center of the maze with all eight arms open
and with reward placed on the arms not entered during the
study phase. The rat was allowed to enter arms until it had
visited all of the arms containing reward. The experimenter
recorded the sequence of arm entrances.

A similar procedure was followed on PI trials, but an initial
potentially interfering study phase preceded the target study
phase (see Fig. 1). A rat was forced to enter four randomly
chosen rewarded arms and was returned to its cage. After an
inter-phase interval of 5 or 60 min, the rat was returned to the
maze and forced to enter the remaining four arms for reward in
the target study phase. It was then returned to its cage for the
retention interval of 5 or 60 min and brought back to the maze
for the retention test with all arms open but only the arms not
visited in the target study phase rewarded. Thus, there were
four combinations of inter-phase interval and retention inter-
val that formed the PI trials, PI 5–5, PI 5–60, PI 60–60, and PI
60–5. Performance on these PI trials was compared with that
on the appropriate control trials, Control 5 and Control 60.

The rats were tested for 6 days in the order Control 5,
Control 60, PI 5–5, PI 60–5, PI 60–60, and PI 5–60. They
were then tested for another 6 days in the reverse order of that
used in the first 6 days.

Results

The dependent variable reported as a measure of memory
accuracy on the retention test is the percentage of correct
(rewarded) arms entered in the first four arms visited.
Performance in the six testing conditions is shown in Fig. 2.
These data suggest that performance was best in the control
conditions, with lower accuracy in the PI conditions. Among
the PI conditions, lowest accuracy is seen in PI 5–5, PI 60–60,
and PI 5–60, with higher accuracy in PI 60–5.

A one-way within subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA)
showed that there was a significant effect of condition, F(5,
55) = 9.28, p < .01, ηρ

2 = .46. Post-hoc Tukey HSD

Control Trial
Interference Phase

Target Study Phase Target Study Phase 

PI Trial

Retention Test Phase Retention Test Phase 

Baited Arm

Empty Arm

Fig. 1 Diagram of the maze setup on successive phases of PI and control
trials. Lines across arm entrances indicate blocked arms
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comparisons with alpha set at .05 showed a significant differ-
ence between Control 5 (88.54%) and PI 5–5 (56.25%) but
not between Control 5 and PI 60–5 (75%). Significant differ-
ences were found between Control 60 (79.17%) and PI 60–60
(55.21%) and between Control 60 and PI 5–60 (56.25%).
Tests of each mean against the chance level of correct perfor-
mance on the first four choices (41.38%) showed that accura-
cy was significantly better than chance in all six conditions,
t(11) > 2.25, p < .05. The chance level of 41.38% is based on
the assumption that rats rarely make an error by re-entering an
arm previously visited. Thus, as rats enter successive arms in
the test phase, the probability of choosing a correct arm by
chance decreases (Olton & Samuelson, 1976).

Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 showed that PI appeared in rat
spatial memory using a one-trial procedure in which rats were
forced to enter different sets of arms in an interference study
phase and in a target study phase before a retention test for the
arms entered in the target phase. Under this two-study-phase
condition, rats’ accuracy in choosing correct arms not visited
in the target phase was consistently lower in PI conditions than
in target-phase-only control conditions. That rats were choos-
ing the correct arms based on target phase memory even on PI
trials was shown by the fact that all of the retention test percent
correct scores were significantly better than chance perfor-
mance. However, the extent of PI varied between PI condi-
tions depending on the relative temporal separation between
the interference and target phases and between the target phase
and retention test. Rats failed to show a significant difference
between the PI 60–5 and the Control 5 condition, but the other
PI conditions, PI 5–5, PI 60–60 and PI 5–60, all showed
significant PI effects. Similar findings were reported by
Cohen, Sturdy, and Hicks (1996) of little PI when a long

interval of 30 min was inserted between study phases and a
short interval of 2 min was inserted between the target study
phase and the retention test. When these intervals were equal
or the inter-study-phases interval was shorter than the reten-
tion interval, substantial PI was found.

These findings agree well with the temporal discrimination
hypothesis (D’Amato, 1973; Worsham, 1975). It predicted
that the lowest amount of PI would be seen in the condition
that maximized the ratio between the time interval separating
the interference phase and the retention test and the time in-
terval separating the target phase and the retention test. That
ratio was 13 in the PI 60–5 condition but 2 or less in the other
three PI conditions, PI 5–5, PI 60–60, and PI 5–60. In the PI
60–5 condition, the remembered time of the interfering phase
was far more distant than the remembered time of the target
phase. In the other three PI conditions, the relative remem-
bered times of the interfering and target memories were much
closer together.

In summary, clear evidence of PI was shown using a one-
trial multi-phase procedure. Using this paradigm, one factor
was shown to yield protection from or release from PI.
Separating the time of the interfering phase from the time of
the target phase relative to the retention interval statistically
eliminated PI. Having clearly shown robust PI in the PI 5–5
condition, this procedure was used in subsequent experiments
to find out if variables other than temporal separation can
produce release from PI.

Experiment 2

This experiment examined the effects of contextual change on
PI in rat spatial memory. Context is defined as the immediate
environment in which testing takes place. Reinstatement of
the context in which a memory was encoded has been shown
to improve human retention (Murnane, Phelps, & Malmberg,
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Fig. 2 Percent correct choice is shown for each of the six conditions tested in Experiment 1. Error bars are SEM. * = p < .05
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1999; Smith & Vela, 2001). Pavlovian experiments have
shown that rats conditioned in context A and extinguished in
context B will make the conditioned response when
reintroduced to context A (the renewal effect; Bouton 1993,
2004). Cheng (2005) showed that training bees in different
visual contexts eliminated retroactive interference between
opposing spatial memories. Recent experiments with pigeons
(Roberts, Macpherson, & Strang, 2016) and rats (Roberts,
Guitar, Marsh, & MacDonald, 2016) have shown that contex-
tual change controls access to working and reference memo-
ries. Experiments in which rats were trained to make alternat-
ing arm choices in a T-maze have found release from PI when
the context between an interfering trial and a study trial was
changed by turning room lights on and off or by changing
from a slow to fast auditory click rate (Grant, 1980).
Similarly, Beracochea, Lescaudron, Tako, Verna, and Jaffard
(1987) showed that placing a white cardboard rectangle into a
T-maze between trials enhanced spontaneous alternation in
mice. Cohen et al. (1994) found a transient reduction in PI
on the radial maze when arm cues and number of reward
pellets varied between trials but not when extramaze landmark
cues changed between trials. Given these findings, it was
thought that a change in context might produce a release from
PI in rats on the radial maze.

Context was manipulated along three different sensory di-
mensions, brightness, tactile surface, and odor. The surface of
the arms and center of the maze could be changed from gray to
black in brightness and from smooth to rough in texture.
Given rats’ excellent memory for odors (April, Bruce, &
Galizio, 2013), different scents were placed in the reward cups
to further differentiate contexts. On control trials, rats were
tested for retention of spatial memory over 5 min with the
same context present on the study phase and the retention test.
There were four types of PI trials. On two PI trials, the same
context was present on the interfering phase, the target study
phase, and the retention test. On two other PI trials, the context
was changed between the interfering phase and the target
study phase, with the target study phase context maintained
on the retention test. If contextual change produces a release
from PI, wewould expect to find better retention in the context
change PI conditions, relative to the control conditions, than in
the same context PI conditions.

Method

The same rats used in Experiment 1 were tested in Experiment
2. The maze used was the same as that in Experiment 1, but its
brightness and texture could be changed from gray-smooth to
black-rough by placing covers on the arms of the maze and the
central platform that were made of a black plastic material that
had a stippled surface. Two sets of reward cups were used,
each with a wire screen insert on which two reward pellets
could be placed. Under the wire screen, an odorant was

placed, anise in one set of eight cups and sumac in the other
set of eight cups. These reward cups could be attached to the
ends of the maze arms with Velcro to establish one odor con-
text or the other. A reward cup containing the relevant odor
was also placed in the central hub of the maze.

Two different contexts were used on different control trials.
On one control trial, the target study phase and retention test
context was black-rough-anise (Control BRA→BRA) and on
the other control trial, the target study phase and retention test
context was gray-smooth-sumac (Control GSS→GSS). These
two contexts were also maintained during the interference,
target study, and test phases of two PI conditions (PI BRA→
BRA→BRA and PI GSS→GSS→GSS). On the other two PI
conditions, however, the context was switched between the
interference phase and the target study phase (PI GSS→
BRA→BRA and PI BRA→GSS→GSS). Rats were tested
on each condition over 6 days in the order Control BRA→
BRA, Control GSS→GSS, PI BRA→BRA→BRA, PI
GSS→GSS→GSS, PI BRA→GSS→GSS, and PI GSS→
BRA→BRA. Testing then continued for another 6 days, with
the order of conditions reversed. The time intervals between
the study phases and between the target study phase and the
retention test were both 5 min.

Results and discussion

The percentage of correct choices in the first four arm entries
is shown for each condition in Fig. 3. These data clearly sug-
gest that PI was found, as accuracy was lower on all of the PI
conditions than on both of the control conditions. However,
performance was significantly better than chance in all six
conditions, t(11) > 5.12, p < .01. Further, there appears to be
little difference between the PI conditions that changed con-
text and those that did not. A one-way ANOVA showed a
significant effect of condition, F(5, 55) = 8.45, p < .01, ηρ

2

= .44. Post-hoc comparisons revealed significant differences
between Control BRA→BRA and both PI BRA→BRA→
BRA and PI GSS→BRA→BRA. Similarly, significant differ-
ences were found between Control GSS→GSS and both PI
GSS→GSS→GSS and PI BRA→GSS→GSS.

Clearly these results failed to show that context change
produced release from PI. Equivalent PI was found with and
without a context change between the interference and study
phases. It could be argued that these changes in context were
not sufficient to cause release from PI. However, the contex-
tual changes would seem substantial as they involved changes
in three important sensory dimensions.

Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, we manipulated another property of the
maze between the interference and target phases of PI trials,
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the pattern of arms visited. In Experiments 1 and 2, the pattern
of arms visited in the interference and target study phases was
random and varied between rats and trials. In addition to a PI
Random condition like those used in the first two experiments,
this experiment also examined performance in PI and control
Alternate and PI and control Adjacent conditions. In the PI
Alternate condition, rats were forced to visit arms for reward
that alternated with closed arms in the interference phase and
the opposite alternating pattern in the study phase; thus, the
distance between one baited arm and next closest baited arm
was always 90°. In the PI Adjacent condition, rats were forced
to visit a block of four adjacent arms on one side (no closed
arms separating baited arms) of the maze in the interference
phase and the block of four adjacent arms on the opposite side
of the maze in the study phase.

We reasoned that the use of a recognizable pattern of visit-
ed arms might facilitate discrimination between interference
and study memories and thus produce release from PI. It was
thought that use of the adjacent pattern in particular might
produce release from PI. If rats in this condition could associ-
ate interfering arms with cues on one side of the maze and
testing room and target study arms with a different set of cues
on the other side of the maze and testing room, confusion
between interference and study arms visited would be far less
than when random patterns were used.

Method

The same rats and maze used in the first two experiments were
used in Experiment 3. There were six conditions tested,
Control Random, PI Random, Control Alternate, PI
Alternate, Control Adjacent, and PI Adjacent. Rats were

tested daily on one condition in this order and then tested
again on each condition in the reverse order. As in the preced-
ing experiment, PI trials involved an interference phase, a
study phase, and a retention test (see Fig. 4), and control trials
involved only the study phase and the retention test. The in-
terval between phases was always 5 min. On sessions using
random patterns, the pattern of forced arm choices was chosen
by a random number generator for each rat as in Experiments
1 and 2. There were only two possible patterns of alternating
arms. Rats were tested with one pattern as the interfering pat-
tern and the other as the study pattern in the first block of six
trials, and this order of interfering and study patterns was
reversed in the second block of six trials. There are four dif-
ferent possible adjacent arm patterns. Rats were tested using
two of these patterns, with one used in the interference phase
and the other used in the study phase in the first block of six
trials. The use of these patterns was reversed between the
interference phase and the study phase in the second block
of trials.

Results

Performance in Experiment 3 is shown in Fig. 5. Perhaps
surprisingly, accuracy varied across arm patterns, but PI was
observed with each pattern. In particular, when rats were test-
ed in the Control Alternate condition, only one arm was in-
correctly entered in 24 retention tests. A one-way ANOVA
showed that performance differed significantly across the six
conditions, F(5, 55) = 15.53, p < .01, ηρ

2 = .58. Post-hoc tests
showed significant differences between the Control Random
(89.58%) and PI Random (70.83%) conditions, between the
Control Adjacent (75%) and PI Adjacent (58.33%)
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Fig. 3 Percent correct choice is show for each of the six conditions tested in Experiment 2. Error bars are SEM. BRA Black Rough Anise, GSS Gray
Smooth Sumac. * = p < .05
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conditions, and between the Control Alternate (98.96%) and
PI Alternate (72.92%) conditions. Once again, performance

under all six conditions was significantly better than chance,
t(11) > 6.04, p < .05.

PI Random                  PI Alternate                PI Adjacent

Interference Phase Interference Phase    Interference Phase 

Target Study Phase Target Study Phase Target Study Phase 

Retention Test Phase Retention Test Phase Retention Test Phase

Fig. 4 Diagram showing the baited and empty arms during the three phases of Experiment 3 for the RandomArms, Alternate Arms, and Adjacent Arms
conditions. Lines across arm entrances show blocked arms. ● = baited arm; ○ = empty arm
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Fig. 5 Percent correct choice is shown for each of the six conditions tested in Experiment 3. Error bars are SEM. * = p < .05
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Discussion

These results show that accuracy on radial maze retention tests
varies considerably with the pattern of forced arm entries on
the study phase. In particular, accuracy was substantially
higher on the Control Alternate condition (98.96%) than on
the Control Adjacent condition (75%). A strong preference for
90° turns after exiting one armmay be partially responsible for
this difference. However, rats had to know which of the arms
was correct on the first choice before executing a series of 90°
turns. Similar results were reported by Hoffman and Maki
(1986), who found better memory for a cross (alternating)
pattern than for a side (adjacent) pattern on a radial maze.
With regard to the main purpose of this experiment, it is inter-
esting that PI was found with all three maze patterns.
Although accuracy may be strongly influenced by the pattern
of arms tested, it appears that PI was common to testing with
all three patterns. Thus, no evidence of release from PI was
found with any of the patterns.

Experiment 4

It is well known that rats learn about the reward contents of the
arms on a radial maze and use this information to organize
their arm visits. Rats that repeatedly visit arms on the radial
maze with different amounts of food in fixed locations devel-
op a pattern of visiting the arms in descending quantity of food
(Hulse & O’Leary, 1982; Roberts, 1992), and rats learn the
locations of different flavored rewards on the radial maze
(Babb & Crystal, 2006). Reward pellets purchased from a
commercial supplier were used in Experiments 1–3. In
Experiment 4, we asked whether the use of more palatable
food rewards would influence PI effects on the radial maze.
The rewards used were pieces of cheese and chocolate.
Macuda and Roberts (1995) showed that rats have a clear
preference for cheese over chocolate and for chocolate over
standard reward pellets. Control conditions were tested with
each reward. Four types of PI trials were tested. On two types
of PI trials, the same reward was used in the interference
phase, the target phase, and the retention test. On two other
types of PI trials, different rewards were given on forced visits
to arms in the interference and target study phases, either
cheese→chocolate or chocolate→cheese, with the study tar-
get reward placed in the correct arms on the retention test.

This experiment then examined whether release from PI
might occur when more palatable rewards were found on the
maze arms, both when the type of reward was the same on the
interference and target study phases and when the type of
reward differed between phases. It is possible that memories
from the interference and target phases may be more discrim-
inable with more palatable rewards that differ between phases.

Method

The same rats and maze used in the preceding experiments
were used in Experiment 4. The rats were tested on single
daily trials using the same procedure as used in Experiments
1–3 but with different rewards placed in the food cups at the
end of the maze arms. A different random selection of arms for
forced choices was used on each trial for each rat. On PI trials,
either the same reward was used in the interference phase, the
study phase, and the retention test or the reward changed be-
tween the interference phase and the study phase. On the first
6 days of testing, the order of conditions tested was Control
Cheese, Control Chocolate, PI Cheese→Cheese→Cheese, PI
Chocola te→Chocola te→Chocola te , PI Cheese→
Chocolate→Chocolate, and PI Chocolate→Cheese→
Cheese. On the subsequent six trials of testing, this order
was reversed. The interval between phases was always 5 min.

The cheese reward used was two small pieces (.05 g) of
medium cheddar cheese placed in each of the appropriate food
cups. The chocolate reward was two Hershey’s milk chocolate
Chipits placed in each of the appropriate food cups. The cup in
the center of maze also contained the same reward as found on
the arms.

Results

The percentage of correct choices made on each condition is
shown in Fig. 6. When cheese was the reward on the retention
test, accuracy in the PI Cheese→Cheese→Cheese condition
(64.58%) was lower than in the Control Cheese condition
(71.88%) but not in the PI Chocolate→Cheese→Cheese con-
dition (72.92%). When chocolate was the reward on the reten-
tion test, rats showed a drop in performance on the PI→
Chocolate→Chocolate→Chocolate condition (69.79%) rela-
tive to the Control Chocolate condition (79.17%). There was
an even more substantial difference between the PI Cheese→
Chocolate→Chocolate (53.12%) condition and the Control
Chocolate condition. A one-way ANOVA comparing all six
conditions yielded a significant effect, F(5, 55) = 8.22, p < .01,
ηρ

2 = .43. Post-hoc tests showed a significant difference only
between the Control Chocolate and PI Cheese→Chocolate→
Chocolate conditions. As in the preceding experiments, per-
formance on the retention test significantly exceeded chance
in all conditions, t(11) > 2.68, p < .05.

Discussion

These findings suggest that the use of more palatable rewards
(cheese and chocolate) reduced and statistically eliminated PI
effects. That is, neither the PI Cheese→Cheese→Cheese con-
dition nor the PI Chocolate→Chocolate→Chocolate condi-
tion differed significantly from the relevant control condition.
Thus, the use of more palatable rewards may enhance the
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discrimination of study phase memory from interference
phase memory. The finding that accuracy in the PI
Chocolate→Cheese→Cheese condition was equivalent to
that in the Control Cheese condition might be explained by
memories for cheese arms being more salient than memory for
chocolate arms. The same argument can be used to account for
the PI effect seen in the PI Cheese→Chocolate→Chocolate
condition. If rats’memory for the initially visited cheese arms
was particularly strong, this would lead them to avoid those
arms and incorrectly revisit the chocolate arms they were
forced to enter in the target study phase. Unfortunately, a
major problem with this argument is the observation that rats
did not show higher retention on Control Cheese trials
(71.88%) than on Control Chocolate trials (79.17%).
Further, recent findings reported by Smith, Dalecki, and
Crystal (2017) failed to show a difference in memory over
24 h between rats rewarded on maze arms with chow and
chocolate, suggesting that reward value does not affect
strength of memory encoding. Nonetheless,these results sug-
gest that under certain conditions, the manipulation of salient
rewards does lead to release from PI in rat spatial memory.

General discussion

These experiments demonstrated PI within a single trial of
spatial memory testing on the radial maze. Rats showed sub-
stantial forgetting of a set of four target arms visited when they
were previously forced to visit an alternate set of four interfer-
ing arms. Control tests run without visits to interfering arms
yielded higher levels of retention. However, in all the experi-
ments, rats showed significantly higher levels of accuracy on
PI trials than expected by chance selection of arms. Thus, the

interference phase did not totally eliminate retention of the
target arms.

The primary goal of this series of experiments was to find
out if certain testing conditions would produce release from
PI. In human working memory experiments, changes in a
variety of dimensions cause release from PI (see
Introduction). Thus, several variables were manipulated be-
tween the interference study phase and the target study phase
to see whether some changes would protect memory of the
target phase arm entries from PI. It was found that some var-
iables yielded release from PI but others did not. An exami-
nation of this pattern of findings may give us some clues about
how rats encode arm location memories on the radial maze.

Experiment 1 clearly showed the importance of the time
interval between the interference phase and the retention test
relative to the time interval between the target phase and the
retention test. Proactive interference was statistically eliminated
in the PI 60–5 condition when 60 min separated the interfering
phase and the target phase and the retention interval was 5 min.
It is interesting to note that neither of these time intervals alone
caused release from PI. That is, significant PI was found when
the separation of the interference and target phases was 60 min
in the PI 60–60 condition and when the retention interval was
5min in the PI 5–5 condition. The best account of this pattern is
offered by the temporal discrimination hypothesis (D’Amato,
1973;Worsham, 1975), which holds that confusion between an
initial interfering memory and a subsequent target memory
should be reduced when the interference memory is remem-
bered as far more distant in time from the retention test than the
target memory. Thus, memory of arm entries that occurred
65 min ago should be easily discriminated from memory of
arm entries that occurred only 5 min ago.

Relative temporal separation appears to be one factor that
produces release from PI in rat spatial memory. Because clear
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Fig. 6 Percent correct choice is shown for each of the six conditions tested in Experiment 4. Error bars are SEM. Che cheese,Cho chocolate. * = p < .05
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evidence of PI was found in the PI 5–5 condition, we can ask
further if change in variables within the maze itself or in the
pattern of arm selection might produce release from PI, even
when the time intervals between phases are short. Thus,
Experiments 2–4 all used the PI 5–5 paradigm and a 5-min
retention interval on control trials. In Experiment 2, a substan-
tial change in the within-maze context was introduced be-
tween the interference phase and the target phase and retention
test. The context was changed along three different sensory
dimensions, brightness of the floor (gray vs. black), tactile
sensation of the floor (smooth vs. rough) and odor of the food
cups (anise vs. sumac). This change in context produced no
release from PI; equivalent PI was found when the context
was and was not changed, relative to control performance.
This failure to find a release from PI is surprising given that
similar changes in context have shown a significant reduction
in PI in single alternation tasks with rats (Grant, 1980) and
mice (Beracochea et al., 1987). However, single alternation in
a T-maze involves memories for locations that are 180° apart.
On the radial maze, arms are much closer to one another in
space. An interference arm entry and a target arm entry may be
adjacent (only 45° apart). It could be that context change pro-
motes better discrimination between memories of widely sep-
arated spatial locations than between memories of closely ad-
jacent multiple spatial locations.

The question of spatial separation and maze pattern was
addressed in Experiment 3. It was asked whether rats might
discriminate better between interference and target memo-
ries if these memories followed a predictable pattern or
were spatially separated. In a further search for conditions
that might produce release from PI, rats were given inter-
ference trials on which they were forced to enter alternating
arms separated by 90° or to enter four adjacent arms on
one side of the maze. The target phase then involved forced
entries into the remaining alternating arms or the remaining
adjacent arms on the other side of the maze. It was hypoth-
esized that the adjacent arms condition in particular might
produce a release from PI because rats could associate arm
entrances in the interference and target phases with
extramaze cues on different sides of the testing room. The
results clearly did not correspond to this hypothesis, as the
rats showed significant PI in both the alternate-arm condi-
tion and the adjacent-arm condition that was equivalent to
the PI found in a random-arm condition. Further, in con-
trast with the idea that rats would be able to better remem-
ber arm entrances adjacent to one another, Control
Adjacent and PI Adjacent conditions showed the lowest
accuracy. By contrast, rats were nearly errorless in the
Control Alternate condition. Although failing to show re-
lease from PI, these findings suggest that preferred patterns
of turning between exiting one arm and entering another
may play an important role in spatial memory and should
be further investigated.

In Experiment 4, the arms of the radial maze were baited
with cheese and chocolate to examine PI effects when more
palatable rewards were used. The interesting finding here was
that no evidence of PI was found when either cheese or choc-
olate was the reward in both the interference phase and the
target phase. This was also the case in the PI Chocolate→
Cheese→Cheese condition. On the other hand, significant PI
was found in the PI Cheese→Chocolate→Chocolate condi-
tion relative to the Control Chocolate condition.

This pattern of findings is of considerable importance be-
cause it suggests that the nature of the reward found on the end
of maze armsmay be a key factor in spatial memory encoding.
In reward preference tests, Macuda and Roberts (1995) found
that rats showed a strong preference for cheese over chocolate
and for chocolate over reward pellets. Further, when these
different rewards were placed on different arms of a 12-arm
radial maze, rats chunked their arm visits by going to the
cheese arms first, the chocolate arms second, and the pellet
arms last. Thus, rats may encode arm locations visited by the
type of reward found on an arm when the rewards are highly
salient. The failure to find PI in Experiment 4 when either
cheese or chocolate was used in all phases of a PI trial can
be explained by place-reward encoding that allowed rats to
distinguish between target and interference memories. The
fact that PI was commonly seen in the PI 5–5 conditions tested
in Experiments 1–3 may have been the result of relatively
weaker place-reward encoding caused by the use of low-
preference reward pellets. Finally, rats strong preference for
cheese over chocolate may explain the PI effect seen in the PI
Cheese→Chocolate→Chocolate condition in Experiment 4.
If arm locations where cheese was found in the interference
phase were encoded better than arm locations where chocolate
was found in the target phase, rats better memory for cheese
locations would cause them to revisit target chocolate loca-
tions on the retention test. By the same reasoning, the absence
of PI found in the PI Chocolate→Cheese→Cheese condition
is expected. However, these arguments are complicated by the
fact that that the Control Cheese condition performed less
accurately than the Control Chocolate condition in
Experiment 4 and by recent evidence that quality of reward
may not affect retention on the radial maze (Smith et al.,
2017).

The findings of these experiments shed some light on fac-
tors important for the encoding of arm visits on the radial maze
and perhaps on location memories in more natural settings.
Failure to find PI in some experiments suggested that certain
factors play no role in place memory encoding. Variation in
maze context along several sensory dimensions caused no
release from PI. Forcing rats to enter arms that formed a pre-
dictable pattern or that could be easily associated with differ-
ent extramaze cues also failed to cause release from PI. By
contrast, manipulation of time and reward led to conditions
that produced release from PI. Release from PI was found
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when memory of target arm entries was recent and memory of
interfering arm entries was distant in time (Condition PI 60–
5). The importance of location-reward encoding was shown
by the finding that PI did not occur when preferred highly
palatable rewards were used (cheese and chocolate) but did
occur when the more preferred reward (cheese) was placed on
arms in the interference phase and the less preferred reward
(chocolate) was placed on the arms in the target phase.
Release from PI then is found in rats as well as people and
the release-from-PI paradigm may be an important procedure
for discovering how memories are encoded by rats and other
species.
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